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Despite being one of the most damaging natural hazards, droughts and their
spatiotemporal dynamics are typically not well understood. Great Britain, which is
the focus of this work, has experienced many major drought episodes in the past,
causing a range of socioeconomic and environmental impacts. Here, we apply a recently
developed technique to identify and characterise past droughts, using space-time
connectivity to extract events from a monthly gridded precipitation dataset covering
1862–2015, without imposing fixed geographical boundaries or time-frames. For each
grid cell, the data was aggregated into four new time series using moving averages
over 3-, 6-, 12- and 24-month windows. These reflect a range of response times for
different types of drought impacts. Drought events were then extracted for each time
window separately. In order to assess regional differences in drought characteristics,
each extracted drought was assigned to one of three regions: the South-East (SE),
the North-West (NW) and a “Transition” region in-between them. A frequency analysis
of drought characteristics (duration, area, intensity and severity) highlighted differences
between regions: for short and medium accumulation periods (3, 6, and 12 months),
short and less severe droughts are more frequent in the NW than in the SE, whereas
long, spatially extended and more severe droughts are more frequent in the SE than in
the NW. However, for long accumulation periods (24 months), fewer differences are
observed between the NW and the SE. In the “Transition” region, severe droughts
are less frequent than in the other two regions. A timeline of historic drought events
detected by our method included the vast majority of known drought events from
previous studies, with a few additional ones, and we shed important new light on the
relative severity of these historical drought episodes. Finally, an analysis of the spatial
coherence between regions showed that the most extreme drought events presented
little spatial coherence, whereas less severe droughts tend to be more spatially coherent.
This has important implications for water resources planning and drought management
strategies, particularly given the increasing emphasis on inter-regional water transfers as
a potential solution in situations of extreme drought.

Keywords: spatiotemporal droughts, frequency analysis, return period, spatial coherence, drought area, drought
duration, drought severity
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INTRODUCTION

Globally, drought is one of the most damaging natural hazards
(Blauhut, 2020). Droughts pose a major threat to lives and
livelihoods across the world, and the impacts of drought
are expected to increase in future on a global scale, due to
anthropogenic warming (Prudhomme et al., 2014) and socio-
economic changes (Arnell et al., 2019). As such, there is a growing
demand for drought and water resources management systems
that enable policymakers and practitioners to appraise the risk of
drought occurring, under historical conditions as well as using
future projections, to identify appropriate adaptation options. In
addition, monitoring and early warning systems are needed to
help identify the onset, development and recovery from droughts
and to identify when appropriate mitigation measures should
be applied to avoid impacts on society and the environment
(Bachmair et al., 2016).

Such drought management systems rely on a proper
understanding of drought occurrence and dynamics in the region
in question. A key characteristic of droughts is that they tend
to be large-scale phenomena, and typically evolve slowly, at
least in comparison to other hazards (a “creeping” hazard, e.g.,
Wilhite et al. (2014)). In theory, this slow evolution should be
an asset to drought managers, particularly for enabling early
warning. However, the slow onset can make it challenging
to define drought and identify onset of drought conditions
(with a similar complexity occurring for drought termination;
Parry et al. (2016)). The large spatial scale also presents a
problem, as compared with other hazards such as flooding;
quantifying drought severity is challenging as risk assessments
need to capture duration and intensity, but also spatial extent.
Assessment of flood rarity typically proceeds by examining a
time series of levels or river discharge measurements at a point,
but droughts can extend over hundreds of square kilometres
and, moreover, given the often slow evolution of events, these
properties all vary over the course of a drought event as the focal
point of the event migrates in space (Lloyd-Hughes, 2012).

These properties of droughts call for drought severity
assessment methods that explicitly take into account both
the spatial and temporal component of drought. There
have been many previous efforts to quantify the occurrence
of meteorological droughts using spatiotemporal methods.
Typically, fixed regions are selected and time series of e.g., rainfall
or evaporative demand are analysed (e.g., van der Schrier et al.,
2007; Spinoni et al., 2015). Other authors have analysed space and
time in parallel using Severity-Area-Duration (SAD) methods
(e.g., Andreadis et al., 2005; Sheffield et al., 2009) which quantifies
droughts in terms of prescribed areas and durations. However,
this does not allow temporal dynamics to be fully resolved – i.e.,
the method allows long-term statistics of drought severity and
areal extent to be characterised, but does not allow events in time
to be extracted, nor the analysis of trends over time. To this end,
Lloyd-Hughes (2012) proposed a three-dimensional structure-
based approach which quantifies the space-time evolution of
droughts without reference to fixed regions. This allows the
structure of individual events to be characterised as they evolve
through space and in time. However, this method is primarily

aimed at comparing the similarity in structure of such “extracted”
drought events, and is less well suited to examining drought
occurrence or historical evolution. Haslinger and Blöschl (2017),
on the other hand, propose a new method of space-time evolution
that enables extraction of drought event characteristics in terms
of duration, severity and intensity, but also spatial extent –
enabling return periods to be ascribed to these characteristics.

This work focuses on the United Kingdom, a comparatively
wet country but one which is known to experience major
meteorological drought episodes that have caused severe impacts
on hydrology, water resources, the environment and society
(Marsh et al., 2007; Barker et al., 2019). The climatology of
meteorological droughts, in terms of duration, severity, etc.
has been studied extensively in the past. However, this has
typically been done for fixed pre-defined regions (Burke and
Brown, 2010; Hannaford et al., 2011). The spatial coherence of
drought has been documented without recourse to fixed regions,
using high-resolution gridded precipitation datasets by Rahiz
and New (2012) and Burke et al. (2010). However, while the
former examined spatial coherence across the United Kingdom –
quantifying how correlation between grid points decays with
distance, and how this varies regionally and seasonally – it
did not consider temporal dynamics, being focused on long-
term drought statistics. The latter was focused primarily on
providing a baseline for future climate change experiments, and
did not analyse past drought characteristics or dynamics in
detail. Furthermore, most studies have examined meteorological
drought risk using relatively short records, although Rahiz and
New (2012) and Burke et al. (2010) considered a gridded
dataset available back to 1914 (but the density of gauges in the
early period is low).

In summary, there have not been detailed studies of
United Kingdom meteorological droughts that quantify the
frequency of droughts in terms of their duration and intensity
in parallel, using methods that enable droughts to be quantified
from a spatiotemporal angle that dispense with fixed regions.
Here, we aim to close this research gap by using the drought
extraction method of Haslinger and Blöschl (2017) to a newly
available gridded precipitation dataset extending back to 1862,
which includes a wealth of newly digitised data to enhance the
spatial coverage of the early period (MetOffice, 2019, 2020). The
regional differences in these spatiotemporally extracted droughts
are then analysed to better understand the physical and natural
contrast in drought dynamics across Great Britain.

This work is necessary to provide a full understanding of
meteorological drought occurrence, enabling water managers
in the United Kingdom to undertake more informed drought
risk assessments to support drought and water resource
planning. Following recent policy changes, specifically the
“duty of resilience” in the WaterAct, 2014 (WaterAct, 2014),
United Kingdom water managers need to plan for droughts
worse than those experienced in the historical record. This
has prompted a widespread uptake of stochastic simulation to
appraise drought frequency and severity, but this has often been
done in different ways at different scales by the United Kingdom’s
many private water companies. There are growing calls for a
nationally consistent dataset of spatially coherent droughts to
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support intra-regional planning and adaptation (Environment
Agency, 2020). To support this, studies of drought space-time
coherence as well as regional drought occurrence are needed.
So far, most applied efforts have focused on specific regions for
a very limited number of individual gauges with comparatively
short records (e.g., WaterUK, 2016). Here, we provide a more
comprehensive appraisal of meteorological drought risk at a
national scale, using a long-term high-resolution precipitation
dataset. We acknowledge that water resources planners also need
to understand hydrological and water supply system drought risk.
At present, this is done in a myriad different ways in different
regions of the United Kingdom and different water supply
systems. In the present paper our focus is on the meteorological
inputs, which are of fundamental importance to all planners (as
well as those non-statutory water users outside the water industry
who are also concerned with drought), and are ultimately the
primary input to hydrology/supply models. Furthermore, when
considering meteorological drought there is an available high-
resolution, gridded and spatially complete dataset extending
back to 1862, which is not possible for hydrological variables.
However, to reflect the different response times for different
types of drought impacts, such as agricultural, hydrological and
groundwater impacts, we aggregate the precipitation data into
four new datasets, by applying moving averages over 3-, 6-, 12-
and 24-month windows.

Specifically, four main research questions were addressed in
this study:

(i) Where in Great Britain (GB) do droughts occur more
frequently over the historical period?

(ii) How do the drought characteristics differ in different
regions of GB in terms of area, duration, intensity and
severity?

(iii) When and where did major droughts occur in the past?
(iv) How much spatial coherence of droughts is there

between regions? In other words, does drought occur
simultaneously in different regions of GB?

DATA AND METHODS

Section “Data and Methods” presents the precipitation dataset
used for the analysis, and the methods applied (i) to identify
the drought events, (ii) to define the geographical regions
considered, (iii) to assign the identified drought events to the
geographical regions, and (iv) to estimate the frequency of
occurrence of events with respect to their spatial extent, duration,
intensity and severity.

Data
The monthly GB precipitation dataset used in this study was
derived by the United Kingdom Met Office as a result of a large
data rescue and digitisation programme, carried out within the
Historic Droughts project1. The 5 km gridded dataset, which
covers the period 1862 to 2015, was derived using the same
methodology as the UKCP09 data (MetOffice et al., 2017), with

1https://historicdroughts.ceh.ac.uk/

interpolation carried out using inverse distance weighting (Perry
and Hollis, 2005). The value of each pixel corresponds to the
precipitation at the centre of the cell.

The Met Office has invested a great amount of effort to
rescue data and digitise precipitation data back to the second
half of 19th century within the Historic Droughts project. This
has substantially increased the density of the monthly raingauge
network in the earlier period (1862–1910) compared with the
raingauge density used to derive other datasets such as the
CEH-GEAR (Keller et al., 2015; Tanguy et al., 2019) rainfall
datasets. The data rescue and digitisation programme added
over 200 monthly gauges to the network for the period 1862
to 1910 (MetOffice, 2019, 2020). However, reliability of the
data, particularly for the earlier period, needs to be carefully
considered, and this is being discussed in Section “Uncertainties
in the Data” of the Discussion.

Identification of Drought Events
For the identification of drought events, the method developed
by Haslinger and Blöschl (2017) was applied using the historic
precipitation data. This method was first developed to investigate
the historic spatiotemporal drought characteristics in the Greater
Alpine region of Central Europe. The method consists in, firstly,
calculating moving averages of monthly precipitation data for
different accumulation periods (3, 6, 12, and 24 months) on
every grid point in the domain. The different accumulation
periods are useful for examining different types of drought;
for example, short precipitation accumulation periods often
reflect the response of river flows, and longer accumulations
the response of groundwater, or groundwater dominated river
flows (Barker et al., 2016). The longer accumulation periods are
also of interest for reservoir levels and water resources planning,
although in some areas such as the north-west of England, the
3-month accumulation period can also be relevant for reservoirs
(e.g., in summer 2018, Parry et al. (2018)).

A Gamma distribution is then fitted to the averaged
precipitation, separately for every month of the year and every
grid point, in a similar way as in the Standardised Precipitation
Index (SPI) (McKee et al., 1993). To separate dry from non-dry
areas, a quantile value equal to 0.2 (i.e., corresponding to a non-
exceedance probability of 0.2) was used as a threshold. Although
this is not a very extreme value (equivalent to a 5 year return
period, and an SPI−value of −0.84), it was initially proposed
by Agnew (2000) as a threshold to define moderate droughts,
and is commonly used to identify dry precipitation anomalies
(e.g., Vicente-Serrano, 2006, 2007; Livada and Assimakopoulos,
2007; Santos et al., 2011; Ribeiro et al., 2020). For a more
intuitive assessment of drought intensity, these non-exceedance
probabilities are scaled in order to get higher values with higher
drought intensity using the equation:

qint = (ξ − p)/ξ (1)

where the new scaled quantity, qint , will be referred to as the
quantile drought intensity, p is the probability of non-exceedance
of the observation, and ξ is the 0.2 threshold. The intensity
measure qint ranges between -4 (probability of non-exceedance
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of 1) representing the wettest conditions and 1 (probability of
non-exceedance of 0) representing the most severe drought of a
particular location and month.

Lastly, once qint is calculated for every grid point and every
month, the algorithm detects contiguous areas with drought
intensity values qint larger than 0. The drought area (DA) detected
in this way for this time step is compared with the DA of the
next time step. If they overlap in space, they are considered as
belonging to the same drought event. The same three criteria
defined in Haslinger and Blöschl (2017) were applied for a
space−time region to be considered a drought event: (i) single
drought areas must be larger than 10% (∼20,000 km2) of Great
Britain (mainland), this criterion was selected to ensure that only
areas with a reasonable size and therefore impact are considered
as drought event candidates; (ii) the overlap of the areas must be
at least 50% of the smaller area; and (iii) the smaller area must be
at least 25% of the larger area.

By using a quantile-based indicator for each pixel (rather
than indicators based on absolute values of precipitation), the
departure from “normal” conditions are described. Therefore
drought events occurring at different places (e.g., NW and SE)
can be compared.

The concept of drought severity is used to rank the drought
events. We consider that the measure of severity should take into
account drought intensity, area and duration, so that an event
becomes more severe if (i) the quantile drought intensity qint is
large, (ii) the area under drought is large, and (iii) the duration of
the drought is large (Haslinger and Blöschl, 2017). The first two
components are combined into an intensity measure for every
time step over the drought duration:

I =
n∑

i=1

qint,
i ∈ DA

(2)

where I is the intensity, n is the number of grid points i within
the drought area (DA), and qint is the quantile drought intensity.
Consequently, I increases with both the number of drought grid
cells and their quantile drought intensity.

We calculate the overall drought severity as:

S =
m∑

j=1

I ,
j ∈ DE

(3)

where S is the severity, which is the sum of all intensities I within
the same drought event (DE), and m is the number of time steps
j comprising the drought event.

The mean intensity is defined by severity divided by duration.

Geographical Clustering
In Great Britain, there is a very strong south-east to north-
west rainfall gradient, with nearly an order of magnitude
difference in annual rainfall between the driest parts of south-
east England around the Thames estuary and the wettest parts
of the mountains of western Scotland and north Wales. The
scale of spatial variation in annual and seasonal rainfall implies
a need to examine drought occurrence and dynamics on a

regional scale rather than nationally. On average, the north-
west is substantially wetter than the south-east and behave
differently in terms of precipitation (Mayes and Wheeler, 2013),
with the two regions often being anticorrelated with each other,
meaning droughts in one region are unlikely to affect the other
(Folland et al., 2015).

In this study, we aim at comparing the north-west and
south-east in terms of their drought characteristics (including
area, duration, intensity and severity), to understand the natural
and physical differences in drought dynamics between these
two distinct regions. To define the geographical extent of the
North-West (NW) and South-East (SE), we applied the k-means
clustering technique (e.g., Gordon, 1981; Raut et al., 2017)
to monthly series of gridded precipitation, initially specifying
two clusters. The monthly precipitation series in nearby grid
cells are likely to be well correlated with each other, and can
be expected to lead to similar drought characteristics within
each region. The k-means clustering method is an unsupervised
learning algorithm which aims to group the data into k
groups where the data points are clustered based on feature
similarity. In our case the feature is the monthly series of
gridded precipitation.

The first k-means clustering attempt divided GB into two
uneven regions, with the NW covering 1/3 of GB and the
SE covering 2/3. This difference in size would have made a
direct comparison of drought characteristics difficult. Therefore,
a second k-means clustering analysis was carried out, this time
specifying the use of three clusters. However, this also resulted in
very different sized regions.

Instead, the strategy adopted was to use the k-means clustering
technique applied in two successive steps: (i) first, the method was
applied using two clusters, resulting in the two uneven regions
described earlier (NW = 1/3 of GB and SE = 2/3 of GB); (ii)
then, in a second step, the k-means clustering technique was
applied again to the largest of the two regions (SE) to divide it
into two sub-regions. Using this two-step process, three regions
with very similar size were obtained and are shown in Figure 1.
The NW and SE regions are now separated by a “transition
region.”

Assignment of Drought Events to a
Region
To assign each identified drought event to one of the three
regions, the concept of a Drought Core Region (DCR) was used.
The DCR, initially proposed by Haslinger and Blöschl (2017), is
defined as those grid points of an identified event with a time-
average qint of at least 0.5, which represents a non-exceedance
probability of 0.1 or an SPI of −1.29. Consequently, the DCR
identifies those areas of a particular drought event where the
precipitation deficit is most pronounced.

Each drought event was assigned to the region containing
the largest proportion of the DCR. If a drought event does not
have a DCR (no area with a time-average qint≥ 0.5), the drought
event was assigned to the region containing the largest proportion
of the total DA (i.e., the DA aggregated across all the time
steps of the DE).
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FIGURE 1 | Great Britain rainfall regions defined using k-means clustering
technique applied in two steps.

Frequency Analysis
Return Periods
To compare the frequency of occurrence of drought events
in the three regions, the concept of return period was
used. A return period is defined as the inverse of the
exceedance probability (generally expressed in %). For
example, a return period of 100 years corresponds to a
probability of 1 in 100, or 1%, that an event of a particular
magnitude will be exceeded in any one year. Return periods
of droughts for different characteristics (area, duration,
intensity and severity) were calculated using the following
approach:

The drought events, x, were ranked in ascending order
according to the characteristic considered (e.g., area affected by
a given drought) with ranks from 1 to N (i.e., the total number of
events). In case of a tie, the average of the ranks was given to all
events in the tie. The preliminary non-exceedance probability (or
cumulative distribution function, CDF), G(xi) for the event with
rank i is then defined as:

G(xi) = i/(N + 1) (4)

Using N+1 rather than N means that we never get a non-
exceedance probability of 1, it will always be slightly lower than 1
at most (Coles, 2001).

To account for the fact that we have a peak-over-threshold
series (rather than an annual series of a maximum or minimum
per year), with either more or fewer than n events (n being the

number of years), we define the rate λ, which is the average
number of events per year:

λ = N/n (5)

Assuming that the events are independent, and that the
probability of non-exceedance of x over a 1-year period is given
by the Poisson distribution, we derive the final CDF, F(x), for the
corresponding annual maximum series, as described by Stedinger
et al. (1993). F(x) is the probability that the annual maximum for
a year will not exceed x:

F(xi) = exp {−λ [1− G(xi)]} (6)

The corresponding return period T is then calculated as:

T = 1/ [1− F(xi)] (7)

[1− F(xi)] corresponds to the exceedance probability.

Trend Analysis
In order to analyse the change in drought frequency over time, we
estimated the (changing) return period of a fixed drought severity
for different 50-year windows within the total study period.

This was done in two steps:

• First, the drought severity corresponding to the 10-year
return period based on the entire period of observation
(154 years), called the "global 10-year return level," was
calculated, for each accumulation period and each region.
When applying the methodology described in Return
Periods, once all the events were ranked, the observation
with return period just above 10 years and the one with
a return period just below 10 years were selected, and
linear interpolation was used to calculate the "global 10-year
return level."
• We then considered different 50-year periods within

the full study period, shifted by 5 years at a time,
and repeated the frequency estimation within each of
these 50-year windows. In the ranked drought events
within each period, the event with severity just larger
than, and just smaller than the "global 10-year return
level" were selected, and the corresponding return period
was calculated using linear interpolation between the
two. We call this new return period the "sub-interval
return period."

If the "sub-interval return period" is smaller (larger) than 10
years, it indicates that droughts of the severity corresponding to
the "global 10-year return level" in that 50-year window are more
(less) frequent than over the whole period.

RESULTS

Drought Events Per Region
The first research question motivating this study was to find
out whether there is a difference in frequency of drought events
between the three regions of GB, with a particular focus on the
differences between the SE and the NW.
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FIGURE 2 | Proportion (in %) of drought events in each region according to drought severity ranking for different accumulation periods. “Top 20,” “Top 40,” “Top 60,”
and “Top 80” correspond respectively to the 20, 40, 60, and 80 most severe droughts in GB during our study period (1862–2015). The last set of bars (labelled “ALL”)
on each graph include all drought events detected in GB. The events were ranked from most severe to less severe based on the drought severity as defined in Eq. 3.

Figure 2 shows the proportion of drought events (for the
different accumulation periods analysed) assigned to each region
when considering different ranking of events in terms of
severity as defined in Eq. 3. For the most severe droughts (top
20 droughts), the SE region shows the largest proportion of
events. For shorter accumulation periods (3 and 6 months), the
“transition” region has the second largest proportion of most
severe events, whereas for longer accumulation periods (12 and
24 months), the NW has a larger proportion of severe events than
the “transition” region.

As the severity of events decreases (top 40, top 60, top 80 and
all events), so does the proportion of events assigned to the SE
region, particularly for longer accumulation periods. When all
events are considered, the proportion of events occurring in SE
and NW is almost equal for all accumulation periods whilst the
“transition” region has fewer drought events than the other two
regions. These results suggest that the majority of the most severe
drought events take place in the SE, but a larger number of less
severe events occur in the NW.

Frequency Analysis of Droughts
For the second research question, we looked at the differences in
drought characteristics between the SE and NW, in terms of area
affected, duration, intensity and severity. Return periods for these
characteristics were calculated as described in Section “Frequency
Analysis.”

Return Periods
Mean area
Figure 3 shows the return period of drought events based on
their mean drought area (DA) for the three regions considered.
For short accumulation periods (3 months), little difference is
observed between the three regions. For medium accumulation
periods (6 and 12 months), larger events are more frequent
(shorter return period for the same mean area) in the SE
compared with the other two regions. However, for long
accumulation period (24 months), droughts affecting large areas
are more frequent in the NW whereas droughts affecting smaller
areas are more frequent in the SE.
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FIGURE 3 | Return period of drought events calculated based on their mean area for the three regions of GB, and for different accumulation period of precipitation
(3, 6, 12, and 24 months).

Duration
Figure 4 shows the return period of drought events based on their
duration for the three regions studied. Longer droughts are more
frequent (i.e., have a shorter return period for the same duration)
in the SE than in the NW for short and medium accumulation
periods (3, 6, and 12 months accumulation period). The opposite
is observed for long accumulation periods (24 months). The
“Transition” region shows similar return periods to the NW for
3 and 6 months accumulation periods, whereas it shows larger
return periods for longer accumulation periods.

Mean quantile drought intensity (qint)
Figure 5 shows the return period of drought events based on
their mean quantile drought intensity (qint ) for the three regions
studied. qint is a measure of how intense a given drought event
is on average over each timestep and each pixel. From Figure 5,
we can see that the local intensity of the drought events have
similar return periods for the SE and NW for all accumulation

periods. They are less intense for the same return period for the
“transition” region, for all accumulation periods.

Severity
Figure 6 shows the return period of drought events based on their
severity for the three regions studied. As shown in Eqs 2 and
3, the severity depends on qint , the mean area and the duration
of a drought. The results for drought severity are therefore a
combination of the results in the three previous paragraphs,
although the relationship is not necessarily straightforward,
as the events with longer duration are not necessarily the
more intense, or more extensive ones. However, as expected
from the results in the previous paragraphs, we do observe
that the most severe droughts are more frequent (shorter
return period) in the SE compared to the other two regions
for short and medium accumulation periods (3, 6 and 12
months), whereas for long accumulation periods they are more
frequent in the NW.
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FIGURE 4 | Return period of drought events calculated based on their duration for the three regions of GB, and for different accumulation period of precipitation (3,
6, 12, and 24 months).

Trend Analysis
The change in drought frequency over time was estimated by
calculating the “global 10-year return level” and the “sub-interval
return period” as described in Section “Data and Methods -
Trend Analysis.” These calculations were carried out for each
accumulation period and region, and for all 50-year windows
shifted by 5 years at a time in the 1862–2015 period. Figure 7
shows the temporal variation of the “sub-interval return period”
in the three regions. For the shorter accumulation periods, the
data is noisier, but for longer accumulation periods (12 and 24-
months), a clear multi-decadal alternation between drought rich
periods in the SE (grey line in Figure 7 below 10-year) and
drought rich period in the NW (yellow line in Figure 7 below 10-
year) can be observed. The pattern is less clear for the transition
region (red line).

Droughts in SE and NW
Results in Figures 3, 4, 6 showed that droughts are more
spatially extensive, longer and more severe in the SE than

in the NW for short and medium accumulation periods,
whereas the opposite is true for long accumulation period (24
months). These results are summarised and represented
spatially in Figures 8, 9. Figure 8 shows for the most
severe droughts (“top 20”) and for the four accumulation
periods considered (3, 6, 12, and 24 months) the number of
times each pixel belonged to the DCR of a drought event.
We can see that the DCR of the most severe droughts
are concentrated in the SE and “transition” regions,
especially for short and medium accumulation periods.
The most north-western part of GB shows particularly
few occasions of belonging to the DCR of the most
severe droughts.

However, when all droughts are considered (Figure 9), the
north-western part of GB is where the DCRs seem to concentrate,
especially for short to medium accumulation periods, suggesting
that this area experiences a large amount of less severe droughts
compared to the SE. For the 24 months accumulation period,
a second cluster of pixels belonging to DCRs located in the
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FIGURE 5 | Return period of drought events calculated based on their mean quantile drought intensity (qint ) for the three regions of GB, and for different
accumulation period of precipitation (3, 6, 12, and 24 months).

central part of southern England can also be observed, suggesting
that this area also sees a large amount of less severe long-
term droughts.

These geographical differences observed in the type of
droughts (infrequent but severe vs. less severe but frequent)
occurring in the SE and NW will have consequences for the
challenges faced by water managers in each region. The droughts
discussed so far are purely based on precipitation, but the
impact that different type of meteorological droughts will have on
water availability is closely linked to the hydrological properties
of catchments in each region, which is discussed in Section
“Discussion.”

Historic Timeline of Droughts
To identify long-term trends in droughts, the timing and location
of detected drought events were explored. Figure 10 shows
the “top 20” drought events based on severity. The plot shows
simultaneously when the drought occurred (peak year on x
axis and peak season on y axis, i.e. when the maximum mean

intensity occurs), where it occurred (colour according to the
region to which the event was assigned), and its ranking (size
of the dot and number shown above the dot). We can see that
the data rescue carried out by the Met Office United Kingdom
in the earlier period (pre-1910) has allowed the identification
and characterisation of some previously not well known severe
droughts. As already shown by Figure 2, the majority of
most severe droughts occurred in the SE for all accumulation
periods, with particularly few observed in NW for the 6 months
accumulation period.

However, for longer accumulation periods (12 and 24
months), the proportion of severe droughts occurring in the NW
is higher (Figure 10). In fact, for these long accumulation periods
there appears to be an alternation between severe droughts in
the NW and the SE, with droughts in the SE occurring 1920–
1940 and 1975–2000 and droughts in the NW occurring 1860–
1900 and 1940–1975. This observed alternation echoes what was
observed in Figure 7. Supplementary Figure 1 is similar to
Figure 10, but shows the timeline of all drought events detected,
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FIGURE 6 | Return period of drought events calculated based on their severity for the three regions of GB, and for different accumulation period of precipitation (3,
6, 12, and 24 months).

instead of only the 20 most severe ones and also shows severe
droughts switching between the SE and the NW.

Comparison With Major Droughts
Reported in the Literature
When comparing the drought timeline shown in Figure 10
and Supplementary Figure 1 with previous studies, as expected
we find many parallels, but also some differences. Marsh et al.
(2007) synthetized a range of datasets from 1800 to 2006 to
study and characterise past droughts in the United Kingdom
(mainly qualitatively), and identified nine major droughts (going
from 1890 to 1997). Jones and Lister (1998) identified one
additional severe drought (1887–1888) earlier than Marsh et al.
(2007)’s first major drought. Two further droughts were reported
by the National Hydrological Monitoring Programme in the
period posterior to Marsh et al. (2007)’s study (2004–2006 and
2010–2012 droughts). Barker et al. (2019) have subsequently
identified three additional drought rich periods (hydrological

droughts) which were not previously documented (1940–1949,
1960–1966 and 1968–1975). The Historic Droughts project has
produced a drought inventory2 which brings together cross-
sectoral descriptions of historic droughts and water scarcity in the
United Kingdom. Table 1 shows a list of the droughts catalogued
in the drought inventory [with the additional 1888–1887 drought
from Jones and Lister (1998)’s work].

Here we define an identified drought event as “major” if
its rank in the historical record is within the 10 most severe
droughts in at least one of the regions and for at least one of the
accumulation periods (3, 6, 12, or 24 months).

Figure 11 lists all “major droughts” identified in our study
following this criteria, and summarises the ranking based on
drought severity for all regions and accumulation periods. All of
the known past droughts from Table 1 can be found among these
“major droughts,” with six additional ones also identified. The

2https://historicdroughts.ceh.ac.uk/content/drought-inventory
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FIGURE 7 | Temporal evolution of the “sub-interval return period” for a “global 10-year return level” as defined in Section “Data and Methods - Trend Analysis” for
different 50-year time windows.

droughts previously reported (from Table 1) are marked in pink
on the left hand side of Figure 11, whereas the newly identified
ones are marked in blue.

From the “major droughts” previously reported, the 1887–
1888, the 1920–1921, the 1933–1935, the 1973 and the 1976
droughts are particularly severe at the national scale (GB),
affecting multiple time scale with their rank being within the
top 5 most severe droughts for more than one accumulation
period. The 1933–1935 drought was particularly severe in the SE
where it ranked as the most severe drought for the 6, 12, and 24
months accumulation periods. Although Jones and Lister (1998)
used reconstructed river flows in England and Wales to identify
the 1887–1888 drought, interestingly, it is the transition region
(for short accumulation periods) and the NW region (for longer
accumulation period) which are most affected by this drought.
The 1929 drought affected the SE, and ranked highly (top 3) at
national scale for short accumulation periods.

Some of the other known major droughts have a lower ranking
at the national scale, but ranked highly regionally. For example,

the 1891–1910 “Long Drought” affected the transition region
more severely for long (12 and 24 months) accumulation periods
and the NW region for mid-length (6 months) accumulation
period. The 1940s drought affected more severely the NW for
long accumulation periods, whereas the 1959 and 1962–1964
droughts mostly affected the transition region. The 1995–1998
drought affected the transition region for short accumulation
periods and the SE for long accumulation periods. The 1988–
1993 and the 2010–2012 droughts both mainly affected the SE.
The 1984 and 2003 droughts both affect the NW region at 3-
and 6-month accumulation period, ranking second and third
most severe droughts respectively in that region. According to the
methodology used here, the 2003 drought was more severe than
the 2004–2006 drought.

The 1911, the 1913–1914 and the 2004–2006 droughts do
not appear as severe as the rest of the “major” droughts using
our methodology. The 1911 drought only affects the transition
region at 12-month accumulation period, whereas the 1913–1914
drought was only severe at short accumulation period (3-month)
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FIGURE 8 | Number of times each pixel belonged to the DCR of a drought event in the top 20 drought events (based on severity) for accumulation periods of (A) 3
months, (B) 6 months (C) 12 months, and (D) 24 months.

FIGURE 9 | Number of times each pixel belonged to the DCR of a drought event in all drought events detected between 1862 and 2015 (based on severity) for
accumulation periods of (A) 3 months, (B) 6 months, (C) 12 months, and (D) 24 months.

for the NW. As to the 2004–2006 drought, it is only in the NW
for 6-month accumulation period that it ranks as the 7th most
severe droughts. This observation is discussed further in Section
“Historic Droughts.”

Six new “major” droughts were identified in this study:

- A cluster of four droughts from 1864 to 1881, with the 1870
one particularly severe in the NW (number one drought
for the 6-months accumulation period). This illustrates
the value added by the newly digitised historic raingauge
data which has allowed the extension of the precipitation
data back to 1862, although caution is required when

interpreting these results due to data uncertainties as
discussed in Section “Uncertainties in the Data.”

- The 1937–1938 drought was severe in the transition region,
and

- The 1955–1956 drought affected the transition region for
short accumulation period and NW for medium and long
accumulation period.

Synchronisation of Droughts Between
Regions
The final research question aimed at looking at how often
different regions are simultaneously in drought. This can be two
distinct droughts occurring simultaneously in two regions, or
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FIGURE 10 | “Top 20” events based on severity for accumulation periods of 3, 6, 12, and 24 months (from top to bottom). The x axis shows the year of the peak of
the drought (i.e., when the drought was most intense); the y axis shows the peak season of the drought event; the ranking is shown by the size of the dot (the bigger
the dot, the more severe is the drought) and the number on top of each dot; and the colour of the dot indicates the region to which the drought event has been
assigned.

the same drought affecting various regions. Whenever a drought
assigned to a given region had at least 25% of its extent in another
region, this second region was considered to be “affected” by said
drought. Note that the threshold 25% is arbitrary and a different
value could have been chosen.

Figure 12 shows the percentage of months in drought
where only one region was in drought, or multiple regions
were in drought simultaneously. The hatched areas in the

stacked bars represent months where drought was occurring
simultaneously in multiple regions, whereas the non-hatched
areas show the months where drought was occurring in a
single region. It shows that most SE droughts also affect the
Transition region, which is not that surprising, as in the
initial clustering based on precipitation with two regions only
(as described in Section “Geographical Clustering”), these two
regions (SE and Transition) belonged to one single region. It
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TABLE 1 | List of droughts reported in the Historic Droughts Drought Inventory
(https://historicdroughts.ceh.ac.uk/content/drought-inventory), with the additional
early drought identified by Jones and Lister (1998).

Drought Years

Early drought 1887−1888

The Long drought 1891−1910

The 1911 Drought 1911

The pre-war Drought 1913−1914

The Roaring Twenties Drought 1920−1921

The Late Twenties Drought 1928−1929

The Locked Pump Drought 1933−1935

The Wartime Drought 1940s

Testing the Water Act 1959

The big Freeze Drought 1962−1964

The Forgotten Drought 1973

The Standpipe Drought 1975−1976

The Northern Drought 1984

In and Out of Drought 1988−1993

The Tanker Drought 1995−1998

The Hot Summer 2003

The Media Drought 2004−2006

From Drought to Flood 2010−2012

Events after 2015 are not considered in this study.

also shows that a significant proportion of droughts affect all
three regions simultaneously. For example, if we look at the
3-month accumulation period (first stacked bar in Figure 12),
all three regions were simultaneously affected in 16% of all
months in drought. When the SE is in drought, in 31% of
the cases the NW is also in drought ([intersection between
SE and NW]/[total of SE]∗100 = [16+2]/[16+24+16+2]∗100).
When the NW is in drought, 36% of the time the SE is
also in drought ([intersection between SE and NW]/[total of
NW]∗100 = [16+2]/[16+2+8+24]∗100).

In Figure 13, only the “top 20” most severe droughts in each
region were selected, the results look quite different to when all
events are considered (as shown in Figure 12). We can see that
when only the most severe events are considered, there is very
little overlap between the NW and the SE. This means that when
the SE is in an extremely severe drought, very rarely is the NW
also in a drought at the same time, and vice-versa. The Transition
region, however, is often affected by severe droughts at the same
time as one of the other regions.

DISCUSSION

Precipitation over Great Britain is characterised by large
disparities in absolute precipitation between the NW and SE.
There are also significant differences in variability. However,
droughts are generally seen as a deviation from the norm, and in
this study we therefore extract drought events below a particular
quantile threshold (= 0.2), which makes comparisons between
regions possible. We take the approach of extracting droughts
as a spatiotemporal feature from high-resolution gridded data,
enabling us to look at area, duration, intensity and severity. Using

these characteristics of the extracted events, we were able to
compare past droughts between the regions.

To our knowledge, this is the first study for Great Britain to
derive drought events independently from spatial boundaries and
without fixing any temporal window. This is unique as we allow
space and time to vary freely to self-define the droughts, although
for the purposes of visualising drought occurrence, frequency and
characteristics, we also classify these events as belonging to one of
three regions, allowing us also to look at synchronicity of drought
occurrence between regions.

In this section, we first reflect on the uncertainties in the data
and how these should be carefully considered when interpreting
the results. We then discuss the results including their
implication from a water management point of view focusing on
(i) historic droughts, (ii) the differences in drought characteristics
between regions, and (iii) the spatial coherence of droughts.

Uncertainties in the Data
As mentioned in Section “Data,” thanks to the data rescue
and digitisation efforts from the Met Office within the Historic
Droughts project, a substantial increase in monthly raingauge
density was achieved in the earlier period of the data (1862–
1910), where over 200 monthly gauges were added to the network
(MetOffice, 2019, 2020). However, despite this significant
increase in number of raingauges, the network is still much
denser from 1961 onwards compared with pre-1961, where
there is a jump from 526 stations to 4259 across Great Britain.
The current network comprises around 2700 raingauges. It is
therefore important to consider the uncertainties caused by the
density of the raingauges used to derive the underpinning gridded
rainfall data used here, especially in the earlier period.

To address this issue, Legg (2015) extensively analysed
the effect of thinning the raingauge network density on the
uncertainties in the derived gridded precipitation product.
They concluded that the interpolation error increases only
slowly as more stations are removed from the network. From
their analysis, the increase in root-mean-square errors (RMSE)
when comparing the current raingauge network density (∼2700
raingauges) with the network during the earliest period (∼250
raingauges) would go from about RMSE≈16 mm to RMSE≈23
mm on average which is considered an acceptable increase in the
error. The Met Office has digitised enough new raingauge data
in the earlier period to keep the error in the precipitation grids
within an admissible level.

However, additional caution is required when considering
results in the NW, as the drop in density of raingauges prior
to 1961 is more dramatic in Scotland than elsewhere in GB.
In addition, Scotland is also one of the areas of GB displaying
the largest variability in precipitation. Supplementary Figure 2
shows the spatial distribution of the raingauge network collated
by the Met Office just before the large jump in number of
raingauges (in 1960) and immediately after (in 1961). We can
see that the density of the network is particularly affected in
Scotland, and to a lesser extend in Wales, the north-east and
central England. Therefore, when looking at spatial extent of
droughts before 1961, it is possible we see a false signal of
greater drought coherence in the NW due to scarceness of
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FIGURE 11 | List of major droughts identified in this study. Each line in the plot corresponds to a major drought event identified in this study. The drought events
marked in pink (on the left hand side of the plot) are major droughts previously reported in the literature, the ones marked in blue are new ones identified in this study.
The plot is organised in four vertical blocks corresponding to Great Britain and the three regions (i.e., SE, Transition region, and NW). Each of these four blocks are in
turn divided into four columns corresponding to the accumulation periods considered in this study (i.e., 3, 6, 12, and 24 months). The colour (and number) in each
cell shows the ranking of the drought based on severity. For cells that are greyed out, the rank of the drought is greater than 20.

raingauges resulting in less spatial detail in the rainfall pattern.
As a result, there is a risk of overestimating the drought area in
that region, and consequently, the severity of droughts prior to
1960, and increasingly so as we go back in time, as the density of
raingauges decreases.

In addition to the question of the raingauge network density,
the degree of confidence we can have in the actual raingauge data
quality – particularly for the earlier period in some remote areas
such as the Scottish highlands – is to be carefully considered. The
earlier instruments were installed before international standards
for precipitation measurements were defined and widely adopted
(Rodda and Dixon, 2012), and issues such as snowfall under-
catch in winter or the effect of wind are likely to overestimate
the severity of droughts. However, Murphy et al. (2020) found
that winter under-catch was identified as being significant mainly
for data prior to 1850 in the British Isles, and that observed and

reconstructed precipitation time series strongly agreed for the
period going from 1870 to present. This gives us confidence in the
underlying raingauge data underpinning the gridded dataset used
in this study, which starts in 1862, and although we acknowledge
the greater uncertainty in the data in the earlier period, this is the
best dataset available at the time this study was carried out and is
a clear improvement to what was available before.

Historic Droughts
As we would expect, most of the severe droughts previously
reported in the literature (Table 1) were picked up as major
droughts in our study; well-known droughts such as the 1976
and the 1933–35 droughts ranked highly in the results. However,
there are a few exceptions: the 1911, the 1913–1914 and the 2004–
2006 droughts (Figure 11) are not found to be exceptionally
severe here. The apparent lack of severity for these particular
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FIGURE 12 | Percentage of months in drought affecting the three regions. The hatched area represents months in drought where multiple regions were affected
simultaneously. “TR” in the legend stands for the Transition region. This includes all drought events detected between 1862 and 2015, for accumulation periods of 3,
6, 12, and 24 months.

events – despite having historical evidence of drought impacts (as
illustrated in the drought inventory) and having been identified as
a severe event by other methodologies (e.g., Barker et al., 2019) –
could be explained by the inherent nature of the methodology
used. Here the method is based on a connectivity approach, where
the pixels identified as being in drought must be contiguous,
and the area between two consecutive time-steps must overlap
in order to be considered as belonging to the same drought
event. Consequently, in case of a “patchy” rainfall pattern, we
can end up with simultaneous smaller drought events very close
one to the other, but considered as separate events due to their
discontinuity in space or time. The advantage of not having fixed
boundaries or a fixed time window to define the droughts in
our method becomes a drawback in this case. This limitation
in the methodology had already been highlighted by Haslinger
and Blöschl (2017), who pointed out that the risk of applying
the method to high-resolution data was that small-scale features
may interrupt a coherent space-time region. Merging multiple
droughts occurring simultaneously and in close proximity could
be a way to overcome this issue and avoid missing some severe
events due to this feature. Our study has also identified six
additional droughts not well known until now: an early drought
rich period in the 1860s and 1870s particularly in the NW, a

severe drought in the “Transition” region in 1937–38, and a
severe drought in the NW in 1955–56. Five out of these six “new”
droughts were also identified in the recent study by Murphy
et al. (2020) as “severe” droughts (12-month SPI > −1.5), with
the exception of the 1870–1873 one which fell into the category
of “moderate” drought. Murphy et al. (2020) use single long
national-scale rainfall time series for England, Scotland and
Ireland (albeit each being a combination of multiple gauges) so
the current study adds value by characterising the spatiotemporal
signature of these events.

The study of drought frequency trend analysis (Section
“Results - Trend Analysis,” Figure 7) and the timeline of historic
droughts (Section “Historic Timeline of Droughts,” Figure 10
and Supplementary Figure 1) highlighted the existence of an
apparent alternation between severe droughts in the NW and
the SE for long accumulation periods (12 and 24 months), with
clusters of droughts in the SE occurring 1920–1940 and 1975–
2000 and droughts in the NW occurring 1860–1900 and 1940–
1975. This pattern coincides with decadal fluctuations in the
winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (Hurrell, 1995;
Visbeck et al., 2001), proven to be correlated to precipitation
levels in the NW (Wilby et al., 1997; West et al., 2019).
Negative winter NAO indices are known to be linked to lower
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FIGURE 13 | Percentage of months in the most severe droughts affecting the three regions. The hatched area represents months in drought where multiple regions
were affected simultaneously. “TR” in the legend stands for the Transition region. The “top 20” most severe droughts detected between 1862 and 2015 in each
region were considered, for accumulation periods of 3, 6, 12 and 24 months.

precipitation in the NW, which is consistent with the cluster
of severe droughts observed in that region in 1860–1900 and
1940–1975, both periods experiencing persistent negative winter
NAO index. The smoothing involved in the long accumulation
periods suggest that the NW-SE drought alternation is related
to this well-established low frequency variability in the climate
system associated with the NAO, and ultimately its larger-scale
drivers. Previous studies (e.g., Folland et al., 2015; Svensson and
Hannaford, 2019) have described the NW-SE rainfall gradient
in the United Kingdom and the various Atlantic to global scale
ocean-atmosphere drivers of these patterns.

Regional Differences in Drought
Characteristics
Our findings confirm that the NW is generally affected by shorter
duration, less severe, albeit more frequent droughts. This might
be explained by generally more variability in precipitation in
the NW compared to the SE. However, for long accumulation
periods, droughts were found to also be extended and severe
in the NW. This might be because over that timescale, we
are dealing with moderately dry years that might consist of

a run of several droughts with wetter interludes, rather than
a true extended drought. The NW is characterised by plenty
of rainfall in absolute terms and hydrologically is dominated
by rapidly responding catchments with little storage capacity.
Consequently, even during long-term rainfall deficits, impacts on
water resources may not be so dramatic if there are short periods
of wetter weather which can “reset” the drought conditions and
allow the water resources to recover in between the drier spells.
It is also possible that, to a certain extent, the lower density
of raingauges pre-1961 is contributing to overestimation of the
spatial extent, and hence the severity, of droughts in the NW (see
Section “Uncertainties in the Data”).

Short intense droughts are potentially more damaging for
the NW as no stored water is available to compensate for this
short-term deficit. Our study shows that severe droughts at short
accumulation period are less frequent in the NW than in the SE,
however, short-term deficits can have severe impacts on water
resource availability in the NW due to the limited water stored
within catchments.

This study has highlighted that the NW suffers overall more
frequent short and less severe droughts. Although these events
are unlikely to cause major impacts, because the catchments are
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so responsive, they could still locally and temporarily threaten
water supply – moreover, even short, summer “flash” droughts
in responsive parts of western England can rapidly cause other
social and environmental impacts (e.g., on aquatic ecosystems,
due to low river flows, and terrestrial systems (e.g., dry soils
leading to wildfires and agricultural impacts)). The heatwave
driven drought of 2018 was one such example (Parry et al., 2018).

In the SE however, slow-responding, groundwater-dominated
catchments and water resources prevail. This trait makes the
SE generally resilient to short-term droughts, even if intense,
in terms of water resources availability. They can still be
problematic for ecosystems and many sectors (e.g., non-irrigated
agriculture) if the soil moisture is depleted, but it is prolonged
rainfall deficits that are likely to result in impacts on water
availability. Typically, multiannual droughts with multiple dry
winters (winter being the water recharge period) have the
greatest impact in this groundwater-dominated region (Marsh
et al., 2007; Folland et al., 2015). Population density, and
hence water demand, is higher in the SE, and is expected
to increase over the coming decades. Many areas of the SE
are already water stressed and this is expected to deteriorate
further with the combined effect of increasing water demand
(Environment Agency, 2020) and changes in water availability
as a result of climate change, which will alter the distribution of
evapotranspiration and precipitation (Prudhomme et al., 2012).
Water managers are facing unprecedented challenges, and the
understanding of drought dynamics provided by our study will
be a useful foundation for informing effective planning for future
drought mitigation.

Spatial Coherence of Droughts
Regarding spatial coherence of droughts, it is interesting to see
that, when all drought events are considered, for a significant
proportion of months in drought (between 15 and 20%
depending on the accumulation period considered), the SE
and NW are simultaneously in drought (Figure 12). However,
when only the most severe droughts are considered (top 20
droughts in each region, Figure 13), seldom are the SE and
NW simultaneously in drought (less than 4%). This corroborates
the findings by Folland et al. (2015) that for fifteen major long
droughts in the United Kingdom there was a significant anti-
correlation in the average precipitation anomaly between the NW
and the SE, in particular for winter months (i.e., droughts in one
region are unlikely to affect the other). Our study shows that
this relationship is not observed for less severe drought events,
for which droughts tend to be more spatially coherent. This,
in turn, confirms the observations by Rahiz and New (2012)
that drought events with moderate severity and short duration
have greater spatial coherence. However, they also found that
events taking place during the hydrological wet season (October
to March) had greater spatial coherence than during the dry
season (April to September), which was not clear in our results
(Supplementary Figures 3–6). Here we observe a higher spatial
coherence in spring and summer for long accumulation periods
only (Supplementary Figure 6). It should be noted though that
unlike Rahiz and New (2012), we have considered four seasons

(Spring = MMA, Summer = JJA, Autumn = SON, Winter = DJF),
which might partly explain the differences in results.

Spatial coherence, or lack thereof, has important implications
for drought management, especially as the tendency is now to
consider inter-region drought planning in a more integrated
way (e.g., Environment Agency, 2020). The fact that historically,
when the SE has suffered an extremely severe drought, the NW
was (almost) never in drought, and vice-versa, has important
implications for example for the prospect of inter-regional water
transfer – a method in which water is supplied to a region
in drought from areas not experiencing drought. In reality,
for practical applications the regions used for water resources
planning do not map onto the statistically defined regions used
herein, so these results are more indicative rather than pertaining
to particular transfers. Such transfers are normally predicated on
a donor area in the wetter, upland areas like Wales (transition
region) transferring to a drier lowland area in the south-east –
as for example in the Severn-Thames transfer. Our results
demonstrate that for the top 20 most severe droughts, when the
transition region is in drought, 33–40% of the time (depending
on accumulation period), the SE is also in drought. Therefore
in situation of extreme droughts, about 60% of the time, water
transfer could be considered. Such information could provide
important probabilistic information for water resource planners
considering the viability of transfers over the long-term.

Moreover the set of extracted drought events could be used
for similar coherence analyses using different, operationally
aligned regions in future. Importantly, however, here we only
consider the possibility of coherent historical meteorological
droughts but water resources planning requires future climate
change to be considered and hydrological modelling and water
supply system simulations to be undertaken (as in e.g., Dobson
et al. (2020)). Some studies suggest the likelihood of coherent
droughts across regions is likely to increase in future under
anthropogenic warming (Rudd et al., 2019) whereas others do
not show such large changes in coherence (Dobson et al., 2020).
However, such studies have mostly used fixed regions and quite
simple definitions of the likelihood of regions jointly being
“in drought.” The spatiotemporal extraction approach suggested
here could be used in future studies to extract droughts from
climate projections before running them through hydrological
and supply system models.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we employ a novel approach used for the first time
in GB for identifying meteorological drought events based on
connected space-time areas for a historic period from 1862 to
2015. We characterise these events based on their spatial extent,
duration, average intensity and severity, and compare events
occurring in three main regions of GB: the SE, the NW and
a “Transition” region in-between them. For long accumulation
periods (12 and 24 months), the timeline of historic drought
events showed an alternation of drought rich multi-decadal
periods between the SE and the NW, which coincides with the
fluctuations in the NAO index. Our results also show that less
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severe and short droughts are more frequent in the NW than
in the SE for short and medium accumulation periods (3, 6,
and 12 months), whereas more severe and long droughts with
larger spatial extent are more frequent in the SE. However, for
long accumulation periods (24 months), fewer differences are
observed between the NW and the SE. Our results provide
insight on the frequency of drought characteristics such as
extent, duration and severity for different regions in GB. By
highlighting and quantifying these differences, our study informs
water managers to help them tailor their drought management
strategies to the specific characteristics of droughts in a given
region. Most known major droughts rank highly in the results,
and a few additional droughts are identified. This method allows
a full spatiotemporal characterisation of these droughts in a way
not previously done for GB.

Regarding the spatial coherence of droughts, the results
showed that most of the time, the “Transition” and the SE
regions are simultaneously in drought. Furthermore, when the
SE is in drought, about a third of the time the NW is also in
drought (and vice-versa), when all droughts in the historical
record are considered. However, if we only select the 20 most
severe droughts, then very few events occur simultaneously
in the SE and NW. This opens up the possibility of regional
water-transfer as a potential water management solution to
face extreme drought situations. Overall, the present study has
great potential to inform water management strategies for future
drought planning exercises in Great Britain.
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